
REACTANTS (H2 + O) 

PRODUCTS (C6H12O6 + 6O2) 

Flashcard Friday List #5: 
Write each TERM (underlined and in bold) on the FRONT of your flashcard and the definition on the back. I 

will give you a ring clip to keep all of your cards together. When they are finished, place them in your 
student portfolio. 

                 Front of note card      Back of note card 

 

 

1 Chemical Property: A property or behavior of a substance when it undergoes a chemical change 

or reaction. For example: toxicity, oxidation, and flammability. Iron oxidizes and becomes rust. 

 

2 Chemical Change: An IRREVERSABLE change of one substance into another substance. A NEW 

SUBSTANCE IS CREATED. Example: burning wood – the wood turns into ashes, the ashes CANNOT 

return back to the wood state. 

 

3 Reactant: A substance that is present at the beginning of a chemical reaction and is changed into a 

new substance.  Example H2 + O   H2O 

 

 

 

4 Product: A substance formed by a chemical reaction. A product is made by rearranging atoms and 

bonds in the reactants.  

Example:  6 CO2 + 6 H2O  C6H12O6 + 6O2 

 

 
 
 

5 Flammabil ity: how easily something will burn or ignite (catch on fire), causing fire or combustion 
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